ORDER DVDs or CDs of THE ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABILITY Conference today!

A complete list of offerings is listed below. Please check the number of items you want on the line preceding the speaker’s name, then print and send both pages (order form on next page) with payment to:

Praxis Peace Institute, P.O. Box 523, Sonoma, CA 95476

___ I would like to purchase the entire DVD set - $250 (save money by ordering a set)
___ I would like to purchase the entire Audio CD set - $150

Individual DVDs: $ 15.00 each * Individual CDs $ 10 each

DVD LIST

___ Pio Aguirre – The Role of the Credit Cooperative in the Development of Worker-Owned Cooperatives, The Mondragon Model (on 2 DVDs for $15).

___ Gar Alperovitz – Sustainability: Confronting the System Problem Head on!

___ Ellen Brown – How Public Banking Supports Sustainability

___ Michael Brune – America’s Energy Future: Cleaner, Better, Brighter (Dir. Sierra Club)

___ Jihan Gearon – Navigating Contradictions: A Just Transition for the Navajo Nation

___ Randy Hayes – The Great U-Turn from Cheater Economics to True Cost Economics

___ Richard Heinberg – Why Resource Depletion, Climate Change, and Debt Spell the End of Economic Growth

___ Mark Hertsgaard – Climate Change and the U.S. Petro State (Climate journalist for The Nation)

___ Mark Jacobson – Roadmaps for Transitioning all 50 U.S. States to Wind, Water, and Solar Power for All Purposes (climate scientist, Stanford University) + Q & A with George Lakoff

___ Georgia Kelly – The Economics of Sustainability: What Would it Look Like? (And conference Intro)

___ Andrew Kimbrell – The End of the Age of Capitalism?

___ David Korten – Change the Story, Change the Future: A Living Economy for a Living Earth

___ Osprey Orielle Lake – Rights of Nature and Earth Economics

___ George Lakoff – How Systemic Causation Affects Sustainability + Q & A with Mark Jacobson

___ Gayle McLaughlin – The Road to True Democracy Runs Through Richmond, CA (Mayor of Richmond, CA)


___ Janet Redman – Progressive Public Policy: How We Get There from Here (Inst. for Policy Studies)

___ Don Shaffer – Remaking the Food System: an Integrated Approach to Financing (RSF Social Finance)

___ Nikki Silvestri – Building Compassion and Discipline in the Climate Justice Movement

___ Co-op Panel – Tim Huet (Arizmendi Bakery), Joseph Tuck (Alvarado Street Bakery), Michael Peck (North America rep for Mondragon Cooperatives, and Carmen Fuertes Noble (Dir. Community & Economic Development at CUNY), and moderated by Georgia Kelly.
CD LIST – Please see topic titles on DVD list above.

___Pio Aguirre and Michael Peck
___Gar Alperovitz and Don Shaffer
___Ellen Brown
___Michael Brune and Mark Hertsgaard
___ Randy Hayes and Andrew Kimbrell
___ Richard Heinberg
___Mark Jacobson and Q&A with George Lakoff
___ Georgia Kelly
___ David Korten
___Osprey Orielle Lake and Jihan Gearon
___George Lakoff and Q&A with George and Mark Jacobson
___ Gayle McLaughlin and Nikki Silvestri
___Lisa Kristine and Janet Redman
___Co-op Panel (see description on DVD list) & Liher Pillado
___ Q & A with George Lakoff and Mark Jacobson - and + Q & A with Randy Hayes and Andrew Kimbrell on one CD.

You can mail in the order form below with a check or credit card number. We are not set up for payments online with this long list of items. Thank you for your order!

ORDER FORM – PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Send payments to Praxis Peace Institute, P.O. Box 523, Sonoma, CA 95476

Total DVDs ordered__________________ Total CDs Ordered_____________________

Payment enclosed or to charge $__________________

Name________________________________________________________

Address______________________________________________________

City____________________ State________ Zip_______________________

Phone_______________________________________________________

E-mail_______________________________________________________

Credit Card number___________________________________________

Expiration Date: ____________________